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Abstract. We introduce and study some (infinite order) discrete derivative operators called Bernoulli
operators. They are associated to a class of power series (tame power series), which include power series
that converge in the unit disk, have at most a pole singularity at z = 1, and have analytic continuation
to the unit disk centered at z = 1 with possible isolated singularities of Mittag-Leffler type. We show
that they all naturally act on, and take values into, the vector space of functions f(s, t) in the image of
the Laplace-Mellin transform that have (single valued) analytic continuation to the complex plane with
possible isolated singularities. For s in some right half-plane the action of the Bernoulli operator is given
by a Dirichlet-type series and, as a consequence, such series acquire analytic continuation to the complex
plane and allow a precise description of the singularities. For the particular case of f(s, t) = ts , the action
of the Bernoulli operators provide the analytic continuation of the Dirichlet series associated to tame power
series. In this case, we record detailed information about the location of poles, their resides, and special
values, as well as prove the uniqueness of tame Dirichlet series with specified poles, residues, and special
values.

1. Introduction
One of the fundamental questions in the classical analytic theory of Dirichlet series deals with the
identification of their maximal domain of convergence (or absolute convergence, or uniform convergence,
or boundedness and regularity). A more difficult question is that of identifying the maximal domain of
holomorphy and the nature of the singularities that might arise. In general, there is no clear phenomenology
identified and there are indeed examples of Dirichlet series that exhibit a whole range of behavior with respect
to analytic continuation and the associated singularities.
On the other hand, the phenomena of holomorphic or meromorphic continuation is prominent for
Dirichlet series of arithmetic origin. In the general theory of arithmetic Dirichlet series (see, e.g. [Kac06,
Per82, Sel92] ) the constraints that are usually brought in as proxies for arithmetic are functional equations
and, perhaps even more relevant in the light of the Davenport-Heilbronn example, Euler products. Both
types of properties are, of course, present or expected for all L-functions that arise naturally and, as
revealed through a lot of work over the past decades (particularly by Kaczorowski and Perelli) the set of
series satisfying these properties seems to be rather small.
An immediate obstruction brought up by imposing early on requirements on the existence of functional
equations and Euler products is that the series with these properties do not form a vector space and, at
least from an analytic point of view this might be desirable if one needs to embark on more systematic
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investigation into the phenomena of analytic continuation. In particular, the functional equations alone are
typically enough to assure the holomorphic or meromorphic continuation of the Dirichlet series but aside
from the examples of arithmetic origin the extent of this phenomenon seems rather limited.
An important class of examples is provided by Hecke’s correspondence [Hec36, BK08] between modular
forms and Dirichlet series. In this situation the functional equation arises from modularity and the Euler
product picks up the modular functions that are eigenvectors of the Hecke operators [Hec37]. Even without
imposing the modularity hypothesis, it suggests a relationship
X between the analytic properties (analytic
continuation, singularities) of a generating function α(z) =
an+1 zn (in Hecke’s work z = e2πiτ with τ
n≥0

in the upper half-plane) and those of the associated Dirichlet series Dα (s) =

X an
.
ns

n≥1

Another key observation is the fact that Dα (s) and Dα (s, t) =

X

n≥0

an+1
, t > 0, have similar be(t + n)s

havior with respect to analytic continuation, thus studying Dα (s, t) would not lead to different phenomena.
The following result [MS06, Theorem 3.1] is relevant in this respect.
Theorem. Assume that Dα (s) is absolutely convergent for Re(s) > 1. Then
i) If Dα (s) extends to an entire function or a meromorphic function, so does Dα (s, t), respectively;
ii) If s = s0 is a pole for Dα (s, t) then s = s0 + r is a pole for Dα (s) for some 0 ≤ ⌈−s0 ⌉ + 1.
For us, the deformation with respect to the t parameter will play a role; for example, it will enable us
to differentiate with respect to t, and extend the focus from studying the analytic continuation of elements
in the image of the Mellin transform to those in the image of the Laplace-Mellin transform.
We propose the study of the vector space H consisting of functions f(s, t), (s, t) ∈ C × R+ , which arise
as the (single valued) analytic continuation to s ∈ C, with possible isolated singularities, of functions of the
type
Z
1 ∞ −tu
e
ϕ(u)us−1 du, Re(s) > 1
Γ (s) 0
with ϕ(u) satisfying some mild technical condition. We refer to Definition 7.6 for the details. The vector
space H contains trivial elements such as ts (corresponding to ϕ(u) = 1) but it also contains elements
corresponding to any Dirichlet series that admits analytic continuation satisfying the conditions in the
definition. It turns out that the elements of H necessarily have some appealing properties; for example H
is closed under derivation with respect to t and the set of singularities of an element of H must be stable
under translation with respect to Z≥0 . Also, if n ∈ Z≥0 is not a singular point then f(n, t) is a polynomial
in t of degree at most n.
On the other hand, we consider T the vector space of tame power series (see Definition 5.2): power
series α(z) convergent in the unit disk, with z = 1 at most a pole (of order ν ≥ 0), and such that (z−1)ν α(z)
has a muti-power series expansion (see Definition 5.1) around z = 1 that converges absolutely and uniformly
in a neighborhood of the interval (0, 1]. A large class of examples of such series consists of analytic functions
which, aside from being holomorphic in the unit disk with at most a pole singularity at z = 1, have at most
isolated singularities of Mittag-Leffler type in the disk of radius 1 centered at z = 1. It appears possible
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that T can be extended (through the use of Puisseux series) to include series that have a possible algebraic
branch point at z = 1.
To any tame α(z) we associate a discrete difference operator Bα (of infinite order) that we call Bernoulli
operator. Our motivation for considering such operators stems from considerations related to the (group
theory) renormalization of divergent series [CI20]. The first occurrence of such an operator and its use to
describe the analytic continuation of the Riemann zeta function goes back to Hasse [Has30] whose inspiration
seems to have been Worpitzky’s formula [Wor83] for Bernoulli numbers. A similar relationship with the zeta
function was established earlier by Ser [Ser26]; the equivalence of the formulas of Hasse and Ser is presented
in [Bla18, Theorem 1].
Our main result, Theorem 7.14, shows that H lies inside the domain of any Bernoulli operator and, in
fact, we have Bα : H → H. This endows H with a T-module structure. Furthermore, f(s, t) and Bα f(s, t)
have the same singular locus. The connection between the action of the operator Bα and the Dirichlet-type
series
∞
X
Dfα (s, t) =
an+1 f(−s, t + n)
n=0

is the following. For f(s, t) ∈ H for which ϕ(u) = o(uγ ), u → 0+ , for some γ > −1 we have that Bα f(−s, t)
is the analytic continuation of
s · (s + 1) · · · (s + ν − 1)Dfα (s + ν, t).

This shows, in particular, that the analytic continuation for Dfα (s, t) stems directly from the same property
for f(s, t) and in fact Dfα (s, t) can only acquire at most ν simple poles (at fixed locations) on top of the
singular locus of f(s, t). The values of Dfα (s, t) at negative integers (which are not singular points) can be
computed rather directly because f(n, t) are polynomials and on polynomial functions of bounded degree
Bα acts as a finite order difference operator. In fact, on polynomial functions, the action of Bα matches the
action of another operator Tα (− d) associated to α(z) which we call Todd operator. The Todd operator is
an infinite order differential operator obtained by substituting the derivative d with respect to t for u in
the Taylor expansion around u = 0 for (−u)ν α(eu ). On polynomial functions of bounded degree Tα (− d)
acts as a differential operator of finite order and its direct relationship with α(z) makes the computation
of its action straightforward. The terminology is justified by fact that for α(z) = 1/(1 − z) the operator
Tα (d) is precisely the Todd operator in [PK92, BV97] that appears in the context of the combinatorial
Riemann-Roch theorem and lattice point counting in simple polytopes.
In Section 8 we provide more comprehensive details of the consequences of these results for ts ∈ H. In
this case, T · ts consists of Dirichlet series associated to tame power series. Their analytic continuation is a
direct consequence of the fact that ts is entire. In this case, Dα (s, t) is meromorphic with possible simple
poles at s = 1, 2, . . . , ν. Theorem 8.3 and Corollary 8.4 provide full details on which poles arise (depending
on the value of t), their residues, and the special values Dα (−n, t), n ≥ 0. All information can be read
from the Bernoulli polynomials defined as Bα [n, t] = Bα tn = Tα (− d)tn . In particular, the exponential
generating function for the Bernoulli polynomials is shown to be
∞
X

n=0

Bα [n; t]

un
= (−u)ν α(eu )etu .
n!
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We show in Theorem 8.9 that all these results hold without the hypothesis that α(z) has a multi-power
series expansion around z = 1. For the computation of the special values we rely on [Eve18a] where in
fact more detailed results on the analytic continuation of Dα (s) have been obtained under some technical
hypothesis, in a fashion that also allows the computation of poles, residues, and special values. We refer to
§8.6 for some of the details.
One interesting outcome of this analysis is a uniqueness theorem (within T · ts ) for Dirichlet series.
As it turns out, Dα (s, t0 ) is uniquely determined by a finite subset of Z>0 (the location of the simple
poles), a corresponding set of non-zero complex numbers (the residues at those poles), and a sequence of
complex numbers (the special values Dα (−n, t0 )). We refer to Theorem 8.6 for the details. The question
of existence of a (unique) Dirichlet series determined by this data, points to a possible converse theorem
that is quite different from the classical converse theorems for L-functions [Ham21, Ham22a, Ham22b, Hec36,
Wei67, KMP10] but closer to the Beurling converse theorem [Beu51] for the zeta function (see also [Dix20]).
It also suggests that the information that is typically sought for from an L-function (poles, residues, special
values) is sufficient to identify it uniquely. We conclude the article with a set of old and new examples
illustrating our results (Section 9) and a discussion of what can be expected from power series α(z) with
different types of singularities at z = 1.
The T-module structure on H (or possible variations) seems to allow for some perspective into the
phenomena of formation of singularities in analytic continuation. It is also amenable to the multi-variable
situation and, in particular, to the corresponding phenomena in the context of analysis on symmetric cones.
We hope to pursue some of these directions in the future.
Acknowledgements. I thank Gunduz Caginalp for his questions and discussions on the regularization
of divergent series and for his general interest in this work. I thank Jeffrey Lagarias for bringing to my
attention and making available the 2018 University of Michigan dissertation of Corey Everlove [Eve18a]
which, among other things, contains some general results about analytic continuation of Dirichlet series.
The relevant facts are briefly discussed in §8.6. This work was partially supported by the Simons Foundation
grant 420882.

2. Notation
2.1. Throughout, we reserve u and t to denote real variables with domain R+ = (0, ∞); accordingly, du
and dt refer to the Lebesgue measure on R+ . All integrals with respect to these measures are Lebesgue
integrals of real or complex-valued measurable functions. All spaces of functions that will be considered,
in particular the domains of all operators, are based on functions on R+ . Similarly, we reserve z and s
to denote complex variables with domain C, unless otherwise specified. We will make use of the Gamma
function Γ (s) and the falling and raising factorials sn = Γ (s + 1)/Γ (s − n + 1), sn = Γ (s + n)/Γ (s), n ∈ Z.
 
n
2.2. For integers 0 ≤ k ≤ n let
denote the corresponding Stirling number of the second kind. They
k
count the number of set partitions of the set {1, 2, . . . , n} into k (non-empty) parts. For us, their relevance
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rests on their occurrence in the Faà di Bruno formula for the composition of the formal series
X 1
X ϕn
un and eu − 1 =
un .
ϕ(u) =
n!
n!
n≥1

n≥0

More precisely,

X ψn
ϕ(e − 1) =
un ,
n!
u

n≥0

where

 
n
ψ0 = ϕ0 and ψn =
ϕk , n ≥ 1.
k
k=1
n
X

(2.1)

We refer to [Sta99, Ch. 5, Thm 5.1.4] for the proof of the composition formula in full generality.

2.3. For s0 ∈ C we denote left open half space, the right open half-space, and the right closed half-space
determined by the line Re(s) = Re(s0 ) by
Cs−
= {s ∈ C | Re(s) < Re(s0 )},
0

Cs+
= {s ∈ C | Re(s) > Re(s0 )},
0

and Cs0 = Cs+
.
0

2.4. Fix N ∈ Z>0 . We will use bold letters to denote vectors in CN . The components of z ∈ CN are
denoted by zi , 1 ≤ i ≤ N and |z|p refers to the usual ℓp -norm, 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞. We will abreviate |z|1 to |z|. If
n ∈ Z, we denote by n the vector in Cn with all components equal to n. We will use h·, ·i to denote the
usual bilinear scalar product on CN .

2.5. For z ∈ CN and a ∈ ZN
≥0 we set

aN
1
za = za
1 · · · zN .

The factors for which ai = 0 are not included in the product.

If a and b ∈ RN and ai ≤ bi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ N, we denote
[a, b] = [a1 , b1 ] × · · · × [aN , bN ].
c
For c ∈ ZN
≥0 , we use [a, b] to refer to

[a1 , b1 ] × · · · × [a1 , b1 ] × · · · × [aN , bN ] × · · · × [aN , bN ]
where the interval [ai , bi ] appears ci times. The factors for which ci = 0 are not included in the direct
product.

2.6. For a = (a1 , . . . , aN ) ∈ CN and r = (r1 , . . . , rN ) ∈ RN , denote by D(a, r) the open polydisk
{(z1 , . . . , zN ) | |zi − ai | < ri , 1 ≤ i ≤ N}.
A function F(z) which is holomorphic around a point z0 of its domain has a power series expansion
X
F(z) =
ci (z − z0 )i
i∈ZN
≥0

which converges absolutely and uniformly in a polydisk D(z0 , r). For N ≥ 2, the largest domain of convergence of a power series is typically larger than a polydisk (a logarithmically convex Reinhardt domain). We
denote by |F|(z) the series given by the absolute value of the terms in F(z).
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2.7. To a sequence (an )n≥1 of complex numbers, we associate the generating series
α(z) =

∞
X

an+1 zn

n=0

and the Dirichlet series

∞
X
an+1
.
(t + n)s

Dα (s, t) =

n=0

The corresponding classical Dirichlet series

Dα (s) =

∞
X
an
ns

n=1

is obtained as Dα (s, 1).

From the general theory of Dirichlet series, the domain of absolute convergence of Dα (s) with respect
to s is not empty if and only if an = O(nc ) for some c > 0. In such a case, the radius of convergence of α(z)
is at least 1. Therefore, for the purpose of studying the Dirichlet series associated to (an )n≥1 we should
restrict to sequences for which the series α(z) converges in D(0, 1).

2.8. More generally, we can consider the series
Dfα (s, t) =

∞
X

an+1 f(−s, t + n),

n=0

associated to the sequence (an )n≥1 and a function f(s, t) that is holomorphic in s ∈ C. We postpone (until
§4 and §7) describing sufficient conditions on f(s, t) that assure the convergence of such series, at least for
s with sufficiently large real part.

2.9. We use 1 to denote the identity operator, d to denote the derivative operator
(forward) shift operator

d
, E to denote the
dt

E f(t) = f(t + 1)
and ∆ to denote the discrete (forward) derivative operator ∆ = E − 1,
∆f(t) = f(t + 1) − f(t).
2.10. In fact, for any fixed h > 0, we consider the corresponding operators: Sh the scaling operator defined
as
Sh f(t) = f(ht),
Eh the (forward) shift operator defined by
Eh f(t) = f(t + h),
and the difference operator ∆h = Eh − 1. Note that, for any h > 0, we have
Eh = Sh−1 E Sh ,

and ∆h = Sh−1 ∆ Sh .

In particular, all analytic properties of ∆h are inherited from those of ∆.
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N
2.11. Let h ∈ RN
>0 and i ∈ Z≥0 . By analogy with the notation set in §2.5 let

Eh = Eh1 · · · EhN = Eh1 +···+hN

and

Eh − 1 = (Eh1 − 1) · · · (EhN − 1) = ∆h1 · · · ∆hN .

In particular,
∆ih = (Eh − 1)i = ∆ih11 · · · ∆ihNN .

For u ∈ RN
>0 , du will refer to the Lebesgue measure du1 · · · duN .

3. The Laplace transform
3.1. Let µ denote a C-valued function of bounded variation on all intervals of the form (0, R), R > 0. We
denote by L(dµ) the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of µ, whose values are given by the following RiemannStieltjes integral
Z
∞

e−su dµ(u),

L(dµ)(s) =

(3.1)

0

for s ∈ C for which the integral converges. We refer to [Wid41] for a thorough treatment of the theory of
the Laplace transform in this generality. For certain domains for L, descriptions of the image are classically
known [Wid41, VII, §12-17].
3.2. If the integral (3.1) converges for s0 then it converges locally uniformly for s in the open half-plane
Cs+
= {s ∈ C | Re(s) > Re(s0 )}.
0
Furthermore, L(dµ)(s) is holomorphic in Cs+
and for any k ≥ 0 its k-th derivative is given by
0
Z∞
(k)
L(dµ) (s) =
e−su (−u)k dµ(u).

(3.2)

0

If the integral (3.1) converges absolutely for s0 then it converges uniformly and absolutely in the closed
half-plane Cs0 .
3.3. If L(dµ)(s) is defined and s ∈ C0+ then [Wid41, II, Thm2.3a]
Z∞
L(dµ)(s) = s
e−su µ(u)du − µ(0).
0

We will be interested in the situation for which L(dµ)(s) is defined (at least) in the open half-plane C0+
and without loss of generality we can consider only the Lagrange-Lebesgue transform.
3.4. The Laplace-Lebesgue transform (or simply the Laplace transform) L(ϕ) = L(ϕ(u)du) of ϕ is defined
by
Z
∞

e−su ϕ(u)du

L(ϕ)(s) =

(3.3)

0

for s ∈ C for which the integral converges. As its domain we will consider D(L), the C-vector space of
functions ϕ which are integrable on intervals (0, R) for every R > 0, and for which the integral (3.3) is
absolutely convergent for all s ∈ C0+ . We denote by Im(L) the image of L on this domain. Note that
ϕ ∈ D(L) implies that ϕ is locally integrable on (0, ∞). Although holomorphic in C0+ , we will mostly
consider L(ϕ) as a function L(ϕ)(t) with t ∈ R+ .
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3.5. We define the Laplace-Mellin transform of ϕ(u) ∈ D(L) as the function
L(ϕ(u)us−1 /Γ (s))(t)
as a function of two arguments (s, t) ∈ C1+ × R>0 . In other words, the Laplace-Mellin transform of ϕ(u)
for fixed t is the Mellin transform of e−tu ϕ(u)/Γ (s). The Mellin transform of ϕ(u)/Γ (s) would correspond
to evaluation of the Laplace-Mellin transform at t = 0.
3.6. For ϕ, ψ defined on R+ their convolution is defined by
Zu
Zu
(ϕ ∗ ψ)(u) =
ϕ(u − x)ψ(x)dx =
ψ(u − x)ϕ(x)dx.
0

0

We will use the following classical result [Wid41, II, Thm. 12.1a].
Theorem 3.1. Let ϕ, ψ ∈ D(L). Then ϕ ∗ ψ ∈ D(L) and

(3.4)

L(ϕ ∗ ψ) = L(ϕ)L(ψ).
In particular, Im(L) is closed under product.
For s ∈ C0+ we have us−1 ∈ D(L) and
L(us−1 ) = t−s Γ (s).
For s1 , s2 ∈ C0+ , the convolution of us1 −1 /Γ (s1 ) and us2 −1 /Γ (s2 ) is us1 +s2 −1 /Γ (s1 + s2 ).
3.7. For s0 > 0, s ∈ Cs−
∩ C0+ denote
0
Cs,s0

sinh(π Im(s))
=
π Im(s)

s


Im(s)2
Im(s)2
1+
1
+
.
Re(s)2
Re(s0 − s)2

(3.5)

Note that Cs,s0 is a positive constant; its dependence on s, s0 is locally uniformly continuous. For later use
we record the following
Lemma 3.2. Let ψ ∈ D(L) such that ψ is real-valued, non-negative, and increasing. Then, for s0 > 0,
s ∈ Cs−
∩ C0+ we have
0
L(ψ(u)us−1 /Γ (s))(t) ≤ Cs,s0 tRe(s0 −s) L(ψ(u)us0 −1 /Γ (s0 ))(t).
Proof. We have



us−1
t
L ψ(u)
Γ (s)
Therefore, it is enough to argue that
s−s0



(t) = L



ψ(u)us−1 us0 −s−1
∗
Γ (s)
Γ (s0 − s)



(t).

ψ(u)us−1 us0 −s−1
us0 −1
≤ Cs,s0 ψ(u)
∗
,
Γ (s)
Γ (s0 − s)
Γ (s0 )
for some Cs,s0 as specified by the statement.
From the definition of convolution and the fact that ψ is non-decreasing we obtain that
us0 −1 Γ (Re(s)) Γ (s0 − Re(s))
ψ(u)us−1 us0 −s−1
∗
·
·
.
≤ ψ(u)
Γ (s)
Γ (s0 − s)
Γ (s0 )
|Γ (s)|
|Γ (s0 − s)|
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We use the following well-know expressions [AR10, (5.8.3)], [RO10, (4.36.1)]

2 Y

∞ 
Γ (x)
y2
=
, x, y ∈ R, x 6∈ Z≤0
1+
|Γ (x + iy)|
(x + k)2
k=0

and

sinh(πz) = πz

∞
Y

(1 + z2 /n2 ),

n=1

z ∈ C,

to deduce that
2 
 ∞ 
 


y2 sinh(πy)
y2 Y
y2
Γ (x)
≤
1
+
= 1+ 2
,
1+
|Γ (x + iy)|
x
(x + k)2
x2
πy
k=1

x, y ∈ R, x 6∈ Z≤0 .

Applying this for x + iy = s and x + iy = s0 − s we obtain

Γ (Re(s)) Γ (s0 − Re(s))
·
≤ Cs,s0 .
|Γ (s)|
|Γ (s0 − s)|

Remark 3.3. It is important to note that, for any n ≥ 0, we have
Cs,s0 ≥ Cs+n,s0 +n .

4. Discrete integral operators
4.1. Let (an )n≥1 be a sequence of complex numbers. We will denote by α(z) =
ated generating series (as a formal power series) and by Aα the operator
Aα =

∞
X

P∞

n=0

an+1 zn the associ-

an+1 En .

n=0

This operator can be regarded as the discrete integral (i.e. summation) operator associated to the measure
on Z≥0 associated to the sequence (an+1 )n≥0 . The natural context for such considerations is that of a
functional calculus for the operator E. If we consider E as bounded operator acting on square-integrable
functions, its operator norm is 1, and its spectrum is the unit circle centered at zero. (This can be seen from
the fact that Eh and the multiplication operator by the function eit are conjugated by a unitary operator
– the Fourier transform.) From this point of view, Aα is the operator associated through holomorphic
functional calculus to α(z), and whether such a construction is justified depends on α(z) being holomorphic
in a neighborhood of the unit circle (the spectrum of E). However, we would like to consider Aα for which
the unit circle is the boundary of the disk of convergence of α(z). For this reason we consider Aα as an
operator with domain the vector space D(Aα ) of C-valued functions f(t) on R+ for which the series
∞
X

n=0

an+1 En f(t) =

∞
X

an+1 f(t + n)

(4.1)

n=0

converges absolutely and locally uniformly in t. In general, we do not expect that Aα is continuous with
respect to any natural topology on its domain, but Aα will preserve local integrability and continuity of the
argument.
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4.2. For µ a regular Borel measure on R+ , we denote by L1∞ (R+ , dµ) the space of functions that are
absolutely integrable with respect to µ in a neighborhood of +∞. Let A be the function defined by
A(t) = an+1 , if t ∈ [n, n + 1), n ≥ 0. Denote by µα the measure A(t)dt and let f ∈ L1 (R+ , dµα ). The
function Aα f(t) is a.e. finite and in L1loc (R+ ). Indeed,
Z∞
Z1
∞
X
|A(t)f(t)|dt < ∞,
|an+1 | |f(t + n)|dt =
n=0

0

0

and, by the Fubini-Tonelli theorem,
Z1
Z1 X
∞
|Aα f(t)|dt =
|an+1 f(t + n)|dt < ∞.
0

0 n=0

The convergence of the series (4.1) depends only on the behavior of the function in a neighborhood of +∞,
so the hypothesis that f ∈ L1 (R+ , dµα ) can be replaced by f ∈ L1∞ (R+ , dµα ).
4.3. In general, aside from the above remarks, not much can be inferred about the domain on Aα . We can
say slightly more in the case when α(z) has some convergence properties, specifically, when α(z) converges
in D(0, 1) and has (at most) a pole at z = 1.
Remark 4.1. Assume that α(z) converges in D(0, 1). Let f(t) such that for some continuous Z-periodic
function c(t) taking values in D(0, 1) we have
E f(t) = c(t)f(t).
Then, the series (6.2) is absolutely convergent and f(t) ∈ D(Aα ).
Example 4.2. An example of this type is the exponential function
f(t) = at .
If a ∈ (0, 1) then the convergence of Aα (at ) follows from the convergence of the series α(z) and
Aα (at ) = at α(a).
4.4. Based on this example we can show that depending on the growth of α(z) at z → 1− some part of the
Im L is included in D(Aα ).
Proposition 4.3. Assume that α(z) converges in D(0, 1) and has at most a pole at z = 1 (of order ν ≥ 0).
Let f = L(ϕ) ∈ Im(L) and ϕ(u) = o(uγ+ν ), u → 0+ , for some γ > −1. Then f ∈ D(Aα ) and
Aα f(t) = L(α(e−u )ϕ(u)).

Proof. We have En f(t) = L(e−un ϕ(u)). For u ∈ R+ the series
∞
X

an+1 e−un ϕ(u)

n=0
−u

converges to α(e )ϕ(u) pointwise. Since α(e−u ) = O(u−ν ), u → 0+, and α(e−u ) = O(1), u → +∞, we
obtain that α(e−u )ϕ(u) ∈ D(L). By the Dominated Convergence Theorem we obtain that the series Aα f
converges locally uniformly to L(α(e−u )ϕ(u)).
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We will examine an infinite order difference operator with larger domain that extends the action of Aα .
This operator is related to the Laurent expansion of α(z) around z = 1. Some sufficient conditions on (the
analytic continuation of) α(z) that make the definition possible are discussed in the next section.
5. Multi-power series
N
e1
eN
5.1. For e ∈ ZN
). Remark that λe (0) = 0 and λe (1) = 1.
>0 let λe : C → C defined by λe (z) = (z , . . . , z

Definition 5.1. A multi-power series around z0 ∈ C is a series of the form
X
F(λe (z)) =
ci (λe (z) − λe (z0 ))i
i∈ZN
≥0

for some N ∈ Z>0 , e ∈ ZN
>0 , and power-series expansion F(z) =

of (absolute, uniform) convergence for such series.

A multi-power series around 0 takes the form

X

P

i∈ZN
≥0

ci (z − z0 )i . We use the usual notion

ci zhe,ii and in this case the notion of multi-power

i∈ZN
≥0

series coincides with notion of power series around 0. If F(z) represents a holomorphic function around the
point λe (z0 ) the convergence of its power series expansion implies the convergence of the multi-power series
F ◦ λe (z) around z0 . For fixed N, e and α(z) defined in a neighborhood of 0 there is at most one F(z) such
that F(z) is holomorphic in a neighborhood of 0 and F(λe (z)) = α(z) but, two multi-power series can, in
principle, represent the same function.
Definition 5.2. A power series around 0 is said to be tame if it represents a function α(z) of one complex
variable with the following properties
• α(z) is holomorphic in D(0, 1);
• α(z) has a pole at z = 1 (of order ν ≥ 0);
• (z − 1)ν α(z) has a multi-power series expansion Cα (z) around 1 that converges absolutely and
uniformly in a neighborhood of the interval (0, 1].
We use T to denote the space of tame power series around 0.
Note that the multi-power series Cα (z) from the definition is not necessarily unique.
Remark 5.3. It is clear from the definition that T is in fact a C-algebra, the multiplication being the usual
multiplication of power series.
As we point out in what follows, a class of examples of tame power series arise from functions that are
holomorphic in D(0, 1) and have certain isolated singularities in D(1, 1).
5.2. Let us recall the following theorem of Mittag-Leffler [ML84] on the existence of functions with prescribed singularities. We emphasize that the singularities of the function f in the statement can be poles
and certain essential singularities but not branch points.
Theorem 5.4. Let U ⊂ C be an open set and S ⊂ U a discrete subset. For each point q ∈ S, we are given
a holomorphic function αq on U \ {q}. Then there exists a holomorphic function α on U \ S such that for
each q ∈ S, the function α − αq has a removable singularity at q.
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This motivates the following definition.
Definition 5.5. Let Let U ⊂ C be an open set, S ⊂ U a discrete subset and α(z) a holomorphic function on
U \ S. We say that α(z) is of Mittag-Leffler type if for any q ∈ S there exist entire functions αq (z) such
that the function


1
α(z) − αq
z−q
has a removable singularity at q. We say that α(z) is of finite Mittag-Leffler type if, in addition, α(z) has
finitely many singularities in U.
5.3. While a holomorphic function α(z) of one variable has a power series expansion around any point in
its domain, we would be interested in the situation when we represent is by a multi-power series expansion
with a larger domain of convergence than typically guaranteed by a power series. For the purpose of this
note, we are specifically interested in functions the are holomorphic in Ω = D(0, 1) ∪ D(1, 1) except for
possibly finitely many singularities.
Proposition 5.6. Let α(z) be a function of one complex variable with the following properties
• α(z) is of finite Mittag-Leffler type in Ω;
• α(z) is holomorphic in D(0, 1);
• α(z) has a pole at z = 1 (of order ν ≥ 0).
Then, there exist m ≥ 1 such that (z − 1)ν α(z) has a multi-power series expansion Cα (z) around 1 that
converges absolutely and uniformly on
√
π
m
Ωm = {z | |z| < 2, | Arg(z)| <
}.
2m
In particular, the Taylor expansion of α(z) around 0 is tame.
Proof. We can assume that z = 1 is a regular point. Let S be the set of singularities of α(z) in Ω. Let
N = |S| + 1 and label the elements of S = {q2 , . . . , qN }. For each qi we have
|qi | ≥ 1

and | Arg(qi )| < π/3.

Since qi 6= 1, we can find ei ∈ Z>1 such that
|qi | ≥ 2

or

|qi | = 1 and ei | Arg(qi )| ≥ π/3.

Set e1 = 1 and let e = (e1 , e2 , . . . , eN ) ∈ ZN
>0 . Let m = max ei .
1≤i≤N

The function f(z) can be written as
g(z) +

N
X

gi

i=2



1
z − qi



with g(z) holomorphic in Ω, and gi (z) entire. We will write it as


N
X
ki (z)
,
α(z) = g(z) +
gi
zei − qei i
i=2

where ki (z) =

ei

z

qei i

−
z − qi

are polynomials.
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The function
F(z) = g(z1 ) +

N
X
i=2

is holomorphic in D(0, 1) ∪ D(1, 1) ⊂ CN .

gi



ki (z1 )
zi − qei i



,

Furthermore, α(z) = F ◦ λe (z) on
U = {z ∈ D(0, 1) ∪ D(1, 1) | λe (z) ∈ D(0, 1) ∪ D(1, 1)}.
The holomorphic function F(z) has a power series expansion around 1 that is convergent in D(1, 1). This
power series expansion induces a multi-power series expansion Cα (z) = F(λe (z)) for α(z). The domain of
convergence of this multi-power series expansion is U which contains the set specified in the statement. 
Remark 5.7. It is important to note that the above argument cannot relocate the potential (pole) singularity
of α(z) at z = 1 outside D(0, 1) ∪ D(1, 1).
Remark 5.8. Let α(z) be a tame power series. Since ln(z)/(1 − z) is holomorphic in D(1, 1) the function

ν
ln(z)
(−1)ν ln(z)ν α(z) =
(z − 1)ν α(z)
1−z

has a multi-power series expansion Bα around 1 (with the same associated N and e) that converges absolutely
and uniformly in a neighborhood
ν1]. This expansion is obtained from the multiplcation of Cα (z) and
 of (0,
ln(z)
in D(1, 1).
the power series expansion of
1−z
6. Bernoulli operators
6.1. Henceforth (an )n≥1 will denote a sequence such that α(z) =
denote the order of its pole at z = 1. We also denote by

P∞

αp (z) = kν (z − 1)−ν + · · · + k1 (z − 1)−1 ,

n=0

an+1 zn is tame and ν ≥ 0 will

kν 6= 0,

the principal part of the Laurent expansion of α(z) around z = 1 and let αh (z) = α(z) − αp (z) be the
holomorphic part. We denote k0 = αh (1).
The function (−1)ν ln(z)ν α(z) has a multi-power series expansion around z = 1 that converges absolutely and uniformly in a neighborhood of (0, 1]. Let us denote such an expansion, for certain fixed N ≥ 1
and e ∈ ZN
>0 , by
X
ci (λe (z) − 1)i .
Bα (z) =
i∈ZN
≥0

Definition 6.1. The Bernoulli operator associated to α (or rather to Bα ) is the difference operator
X
X
ci ∆ie .
ci (Ee − 1)i =
Bα =
i∈ZN
≥0

(6.1)

i∈ZN
≥0

Although the operators ∆ei act as bounded operators in certain Hilbert spaces (for example, on L2 (R+ )
they have norm 2), the operator Bα does not acquire a natural domain through standard techniques (holomorphic functional calculus) without stronger assumptions on the domain of convergence of the multi-power
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series Bα (z). Instead, we will consider Bα as an operator with domain the vector space D(Bα ) of C-valued
functions f(t) on R+ for which the series
X
ci ∆ie f(t)
(6.2)
i∈ZN
≥0

converges absolutely and locally uniformly in t. In particular, on this domain, Bα preserves the local
integrability and continuity of the argument.
Remark 6.2. Although, by definition, the operator Bα depends in principle on the multi-power series Bα
rather than on α, we will see that on certain spaces of functions the action of Bα depends only on α.
6.2. We also need to consider the following function defined for u in a neighborhood of [0, ∞)
β(u) = Bα (e−u ) = uν α(e−u ).

We can represent β(u) on R+ using the the power series expansion for uν α(e−u ) in z = e−u or the multipower series expansion Bα (e−u ) in z = e−u . We note that
β(u) = O(1),

u → 0+

and β(u) = O(uν ),

u → +∞.

(6.3)

Remark 6.3. The series Bα (z) converges to (−1)ν ln(z)ν α(z) and for z in a neighborhood of (0, 1], in
particular, for z in a neighborhood of 1. Therefore, for u ∈ C in a neighborhood of 0 we have that the series
Bα (e−u ) (the formal composition of the series Bα (z) and the Taylor series of e−u around u = 0) and the
Taylor series of β(u) = uν α(e−u ) around u = 0 coincide by the uniqueness of the power series expansion
of a holomorphic function around u = 0.
Definition 6.4. Let Tα (d) denote the infinite order operator defined by substituting u = d in the Taylor
expansion of β(u) around u = 0. The domain of Tα (d) is considered to be the space of polynomial functions
in one variable. We will call Tα (d) the Todd operator associated to α. The infinite order operator
Tα = Tα (− d)
is defined similarly, by substituting u = − d in the Taylor expansion of β(u) around u = 0.
Remark 6.5. The terminology is justified by the fact that the operator T(d) associated to the geometric
series, formally written as
d
T(d) =
1 − e− d
is precisely the Todd operator of [PK92]. The corresponding function β(u), among other places, appears in
algebraic topology as the characteristic power series for the total Todd class of a line bundle [Hir95, §10.1].
The Riemann-Roch theorem relates the Euler-Poincaré characteristic with a certain integral defined by
the Todd class and the Chern character. One of the main results of [PK92] is a Riemann-Roch theorem in
combinatorial geometry, where the integral is replaced by the action of a (multi-dimensional) Todd operator.
Notation 6.6. We denote by T the operator T(− d) associated to the geometric series. Specifically, it is the
u
operator obtained by substituting u = d in the Taylor expansion of u
around u = 0. The coefficients
e −1
in the expansion are Bk /k! where Bk are the Bernoulli numbers.
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Remark 6.7. We can write
Tα = Tαp +(−1)ν dν Tαh

and

Tαp = (−1)ν

ν
X

kn Tn dν−n .

n=1

Proposition 6.8. On polynomial functions we have
T α = Bα .
Proof. From Remark 6.3 we infer that Tα (− d) can be defined by using the formal composition of the power
series Bα (z) and the Taylor series of eu around u = 0. In particular, for any function in its domain, Tα (− d)
can be computed as Bα (ed ). However, on polynomial functions ed acts as the forward shift operator E. We
obtain that
Tα = Bα
on polynomial functions.



6.3. The operator Bα can be regarded as an extension of action of the operator Tα on polynomial functions.
In search for a canonical domain, this fact opens the possibility of using functional calculus for the operator
d instead of that for ∆ or E in defining the operator Bα . In this case, the relevant context is that of [Bad53]
which applies to closed, unbounded operators with spectrum contained in a vertical strip. The spectrum of
the operator d (acting on smooth functions on the real line) is the imaginary axis. To use the functional
calculus, β(u) would have to be, among other hypotheses, holomorphic in a vertical strip containing the
imaginary axis. Our hypothesis on α(z) only guarantees that β(u) is holomorphic in a neighborhood of 0
and, if α(z) has a pole at z = 1 then β(u) will have poles at the non-zero points of 2πiZ. Therefore, the
functional calculus is largely incompatible with our situation.
A certain renormalization allows one to extend the applicability of functional calculus. Specifically,
in [HP74] the semigroup associated to a closed operator (the semigroup would correspond to ed in this
situation) is defined in the usual fashion as the functional calculus for ez except that Cesàro (C,1) summation
is used to renormalize the integral. In this case, the resulting (semi-)group is ed = E. Overall, this has the
same effect as constructing Tα as (−1)ν dν Aα , leading us back to using discrete operators.
6.4. Let us consider the following polynomials.
Definition 6.9. For n ≥ 0 define the n-th Bernoulli polynomial associated to α as
Bα [n; t] = Tα (−d)(tn ) = Bα (tn ).
Remark 6.10. The polynomials B[n; t] = T(tn ) associated to the geometric series are precisely the classical
Bernoulli polynomials. For a ∈ Z>0 , the polynomials B(a) [n; t] = Ta (tn ) are the generalized Bernoulli
polynomials; in this case Ta = Tα for α(z) = (1−z)−a . We note that the generalized Bernoulli polynomials
are defined in the same fashion for any a ∈ C.
Remark 6.11. An equivalent way to define the polynomials Bα [t; n] is through their exponential generating
series
∞
X
un
Bα [n; t]
= (−u)ν α(eu )etu .
n!
n=0
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Proposition 6.12. Bα [n; t], n ≥ 0, is a polynomial of degree n; its top degree coefficient is (−1)ν kν . In
particular, Bα [0; t] = (−1)ν kν . Furthermore,
d Bα [n; t] = nBα [n − 1; t],

n ≥ 1.

(6.4)

Proof. If ν > 0 the operator dν Tαh acting on polynomials drops the degree. On the other hand, the action
of T preserves the top degree monomial of the argument. The claim is now clear from the definition of
Bα [n; t]. Similarly, if ν = 0 then αp (z) = 0 and the Tα −k0 1 action on polynomials drops the degree. 
Remark 6.13. For 0 ≤ n ≤ ν − 1, we have Tαh dν (tn ) = 0 and therefore Bα [n; t] = Bαp [n; t]. The
polynomial of largest degree among these is Bα [ν − 1; t]. Because d commutes with Tα we obtain that
dn−1 Bα [ν − 1; t] = (ν − 1)n−1 Bα [ν − n; t],

1 ≤ n ≤ ν.

(6.5)

6.5. Any polynomial of degree ν − 1 will appear as the ν − 1-th Bernoulli polynomial for some tame series.
Proposition 6.14. Let t0 ∈ R+ and P[t] = pν (t − t0 )ν−1 + · · · + p2 (t − t0 ) + p1 , pν 6= 0 a polynomial
with complex coefficients. Then, there exist a tame series α(z) such that Bα [ν − 1; t] = P[t]. Furthermore,
all such tame series α(z) have the same αp (z) and
Bα [ν − n; t0 ] =

(n − 1)!
pn ,
(ν − 1)n−1

1 ≤ n ≤ ν.

(6.6)

Proof. Let us first remark that the set {T n dν−n (tν−1 )}1≤n≤ν is a basis for C-vector space of polynomials
of degree at most ν − 1. This is because the expansion in the monomial basis of the indicated set is a
uni-triangular matrix. We conclude that there exist unique constants {qn }1≤n≤ν such that
ν
X

qn T n dν−n (tν−1 ) = (−1)ν P[t].

n=1

Note that qν = (−1) pν 6= 0. Now,
ν

Υ(z) := qν (z − 1)−ν + · · · + q1 (z − 1)−1
represents a tame power series with the required property. From Remark 6.7 we obtain that in fact for any
such α(z) we must have that αp (z) = Υ(z). The remaining claim follows from Remark 6.13.

6.6. In fact, we can recover the holomorphic function α(z) from the Bernoulli polynomials.
Proposition 6.15. The polynomials Bα [n; t], n ≥ 0 uniquely determine α(z).
Proof. Since α(z) represents a meromorphic function around z = 1, it is enough to argue that the Laurent
expansion of α(z) around z = 1 can be recovered from the Bernoulli polynomials. From Proposition 6.14
we know that αp (z) can be recovered from Bα [ν − 1; t]. We will show that αh (z) can be similarly recovered.
Denote by
X ϕn
αh (z) =
(z − 1)n
n!
n≥0

the expansion of αh (z) around z = 1. From the Faà di Bruno formula (2.1) we know that formally
 
n
X ψn n
X
n
d
Tαh = αh (e ) =
d , where ψ0 = ϕ0 and ψn =
ϕk , n ≥ 1.
n!
k
n≥0
k=1
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From the explicit expression relating ψn and ϕn , n ≥ 0, it is clear that αh (z) is uniquely determined by
the sequence ψn , n ≥ 0.
For any N ≥ 0, we show that ψn , 0 ≤ n ≤ N, can be recovered from Bα [N + ν; t]. Indeed, the set
{T n dν−n (tN+ν )}1≤n≤ν ∪ {dν+n (tN+ν )}0≤n≤N
is a basis for C-vector space of polynomials of degree at most N+ν. (Again, the expansion into the monomial
basis produces a triangular matrix). Therefore, there is a unique linear combination of the elements of this
basis that produce the polynomial Bα [N + ν; t]. Hence, ψn , n ≥ 0, are uniquely determined.

6.7. Another relevant fact is the following.
Proposition 6.16. Let t0 ∈ R+ . The Bernoulli polynomials Bα [n; t], n ≥ 0, are determined by the sequence
Bα [n; t0 ], n ≥ 0.
Proof. We show by induction on n 6= 0, the coefficients of the Taylor expansion of Bα [n; t] around t = t0
are determined by Bα [k; t0 ], 0 ≤ k ≤ n. For n = 0, the polynomial Bα [0; t] is constant so it is determined
by the value at any point. Assume that n > 0. From Proposition 6.12 and the induction hypothesis, all the
coefficients of the Taylor expansion of Bα [n; t] around t = t0 are determined except for the constant term.
But the constant term is precisely Bα [n; t0 ].

Theorem 6.17. Let t0 ∈ R+ . The holomorphic function α(z) is uniquely determined by the sequence
Bα [n; t0 ], n ≥ 0.
Proof. Straightforward from Proposition 6.15 and Proposition 6.16.



Remark 6.18. We note that the only hypothesis about α(z) that was used is the fact that it is meromorphic
in a neighborhood of z = 1. While the argument above shows that for any family of polynomials there exists
at most one corresponding α(z) it does not address the question of existence. A closer examination of the
proof shows that it also proves the existence of a formal Laurent expansion around z = 1 that produces
a family of polynomials, compatible in the sense that they satisfy the properties specified by Proposition
6.12. However, the analytic properties of this expansion, such as the fact that it represents a holomorphic
function in D(0, 1) are not guaranteed without further assumptions on the family of Bernoulli polynomials.
6.8. As it turns out, the functions ts ∈ D(Bα ) not only for s ∈ Z≥0 but for s ∈ C. We will show first that
Im(L) (which does not contain polynomial functions) is part of D(Bα ).
P
Remark 6.19. Let Bα as in (6.1) such that the series F(z) = i∈ZN ci (z − 1)i converges in D(1, 1). For
≥0

example, the powers series α(z) as in Proposition 5.6 have this property. Let f(t) such that for some
continuous Z-periodic functions ci (t), 1 ≤ i ≤ N, with values in D(0, 1) we have
∆ei f(t) = ci (t)f(t).
Then, the series (6.2) is absolutely convergent and f(t) ∈ D(Bα ).
Example 6.20. An example of this type is the exponential function
f(t) = at .
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P
If a ∈ (0, 2) then under the assumption that the series F(z) = i∈ZN ci (z − 1)i converges in D(1, 1), we
≥0
obtain
Bα (at ) = at F(λe (a)).
If a ∈ (0, 1) then the convergence of F(z) is not necessary since the convergence of Bα (at ) follows from the
convergence of the multi-power series Bα (z). In this case
Bα (at ) = at Bα (a) = at (−1)ν ln(a)ν α(a) = (−1)ν dν (at )α(a).
6.9. As for the operator Aα , the basic example discussed above allows us to show that Im L ⊆ D(Bα ).
Proposition 6.21. Let f = L(ϕ) ∈ Im(L). Then,
i) f ∈ D(Bα );
ii) Bα f = L(β(u)ϕ(u));
iii) ln(1 +∆)f = d f = L(−uϕ(u)).
In particular, Bα can be considered as a linear operator Bα : Im(L) → Im(L).
Proof. We have ∆ie f(t) = L((λe (e−u ) − 1)i ϕ(u)). For u ∈ R+ the series
X
ci (λe (e−u ) − 1)i ϕ(u)
i∈ZN
≥0

converges absolutely and converges to β(u)ϕ(u) pointwise. Since β(u) = O(1), u → 0+ and β(u) = O(uν ),
u → +∞ we obtain that β(u)ϕ(u) ∈ D(L). By the Dominated Convergence Theorem we obtain that the
series Bα f converges absolutely and converges locally uniformly to L(β(u)ϕ(u)) proving parts i) and ii).
Part iii) follows along similar lines with the remark that under our hypothesis f(t) is differentiable and
d f = L(−uϕ(u)) ∈ Im(L).

6.10. The relationship between the operators Aα and Bα is the following.
Theorem 6.22. Let f = L(ϕ) ∈ Im(L) and ϕ(u) = o(uγ ), u → 0+ , for some γ > −1. Then
Bα f(t) = (−1)ν

∞
X

an+1 f(ν) (t + n) = (−1)ν Aα f(ν) (t).

n=0

Proof. Straightforward from Proposition 6.21 and Proposition 4.3 (note that f(ν) (t) = L((−u)ν ϕ(u)) and
uν ϕ(u) = o(uγ+ν ).)

Remark 6.23. We may consider f as a function of a complex variable in C0+ and we can clearly define the
action of the operators ln(1 +∆) and B on such functions. Then, the conclusions of Proposition 6.21 and
Theorem 6.22 hold with the real derivative of f replaced with the complex derivative of f.
Remark 6.24. With the hypotheses of Theorem 6.22, it is clear that the action of Bα on Im(L) depends
only on α(z) (as opposed to the multi-power series Bα ).
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7. Analytic continuation
7.1. We will show that if a certain one (complex) parameter family of functions lies partially within Im(L)
then the entire family is in the domain of D(Bα ). For this purpose, the following notation will be used
henceforth. Let f = L(ϕ) ∈ Im(L) and s ∈ C1+ . We have ϕ(u)us−1 ∈ D(L) and we denote by
f−s (t) = L(ϕ(u)us−1 /Γ (s))(t),
The Laplace-Mellin transform of ϕ(u). In particular, f−1 (t) = f(t). Note that Γ (s)f−s (t) is the Mellin
transform of e−tu ϕ(u).
7.2. We first show that f−s (t) and Bα f−s (t) are indeed holomorphic in s ∈ C1+ .
Proposition 7.1. Let f = L(ϕ) ∈ Im(L) and s ∈ C1+ . Then
i) f−s ∈ D(Bα ) and Bα f−s (t) = (Bα f)−s (t);
ii) If ϕ(u) = o(uγ ), u → 0+ , for some γ > −1 then
Bα f−s (t) = (−1)ν

∞
X

(ν)

(ν)

an+1 f−s (t + n) = (−1)ν Aα f−s (t);

n=0

iii) Bα f−s (t) is holomorphic in s ∈ C

1+

.

Proof. The first claim follows directly from Proposition 6.21. We have ϕ(u)us−1 = o(uγ+s−1 ), u → 0+ .
Theorem 6.22 then gives conclusion of part ii).
For s ∈ C1+

Z∞

e−tu β(u)ϕ(u)us−1 /Γ (s)du

0

converges locally uniformly in s ∈ C1+ . Consequently, the series
X Z n+1
e−tu β(u))ϕ(u)us−1 /Γ (s)du
n≥0 n

converges locally uniformly in s ∈ C1+ and the Weierstrass theorem allows us to differentiate term by term

with respect to s. In conclusion, Bα f−s is holomorphic in s ∈ C1+ .
Corollary 7.2. The function f−s (t) is holomorphic as a function of s ∈ C1+ and
d f−s (t) = −sf−s−1 (t).
Proof. Apply Proposition 7.1 for α(z) = 1. The second claim is clear from the definition of f−s (t).



Remark 7.3. Recall that, as a function in the image of the Laplace transform, f−s (t) is also holomorphic in
t ∈ C0+ and therefore f−s (t) can be considered as a holomorphic function of two complex variables.
Remark 7.4. An important particular case is that of the constant function ϕ(u) = 1. In this case,
f−s (t) = t−s = L(us−1 /Γ (s)) for s ∈ C1+ .
Proposition 7.1iii) implies that Bα (t−s ) is holomorphic in s ∈ C1+ .
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7.3. The following subspace of D(L) consists of functions that are dominated by some increasing function
in the domain of L
Dι (L) := {ϕ | |ϕ| ≤ ψ, for some increasing ψ ∈ D(L)}.
(7.1)
Example 7.5. Let ϕ ∈ D(L) such that ϕ is continuous, bounded in a neighborhood of 0, and ϕ(t) = o(tγ ),
t → +∞, for some γ > 0. Then, ϕ ∈ D(L).

For a function f(s, t) : C × R+ → C we denote by Reg(f) the set of points s ∈ C which are regular
points for f(·, t) as a complex single-valued analytic function and any t ∈ R+ . We denote by Sing(f) the
complement of Reg(f) inside C. We say that f(s, t) has isolated singularities if Sing(f) is a discrete set.
The following space of functions is a main ingredient in Theorem 7.14.
Definition 7.6. Let H denote the space of functions f(s, t) : C × R+ → C satisfying the following properties
•
•
•
•
•

f(s, t) has isolated singularities;
for s ∈ Reg(f), f(s, t) is differentiable in t ∈ R+ ;
Reg(f) ⊆ Reg(d f);
f(t) := f(−1, t) = L(ϕ) for some ϕ ∈ Dι (L);
f(−s, t) = f−s (t) for (s, t) ∈ C1 × R+ .

Convention 7.7. When we discuss functions f(s, t) ∈ H we assume that f(t) is the corresponding function
in the context of Definition 7.6.
Remark 7.8. Let f(s, t) ∈ H. An immediate consequence of the definition is that d f(s, t) has isolated
singularities and
{s ∈ C | Re(s) ≤ −1} ⊂ Reg(f).
Remark 7.9. Let f(s, t) ∈ H. Then Reg(d f) − 1 ⊆ Reg(f). Indeed, from Corollary 7.2 we obtain
d f(s, t) = sf(s − 1, t) for all (s, t) ∈ Reg(f) × R+ , s − 1 ∈ Reg(f).
If s0 ∈ Reg(f) then we obtain that (d f(s, t))/s is regular and equals f(s − 1, t) in a neighborhood of s0 .
Therefore s0 − 1 is a removable singularity for f(s, t), unless s0 = 0. Note that the possible exception,
s0 = 0, is ruled out by the fact that −1 ∈ Reg(f). We obtain that
Reg(f) ⊆ Reg(d f) ⊆ Reg(f) + 1.

(7.2)

Remark 7.10. Let f(s, t) ∈ H. Then, d f(s, t) ∈ H. In particular, for s ∈ Reg(f), f(s, ·) ∈ C∞ (R+ ) and
Reg(f) ⊆ Reg(dn f) ⊆ Reg(f) + n,

n ≥ 0.

(7.3)

This implies that Sing(f) is stable under the action of Z≥0 by translation.
N
7.4. Let g(t) ∈ C∞ (R+ ), h ∈ RN
>0 , and i ∈ Z≥0 . Then,
Z


i
∆h g(t) =
Eu d|i| g(t) du.

(7.4)

[0,h]i

Proposition 7.11. For f(s, t) ∈ H and −s ∈ Reg(f), we have
Z
Γ (s + |i|)
(−∆h )i f(−s, t) =
Eu (f(−s − |i|, t)) du.
Γ (s)
[0,h]i

(7.5)
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In particular, for n ∈ Z≥0 ∩ Reg(f), f(n, t) is polynomial in t of degree at most n.
Proof. The first claim follows directly from (7.4) and Remark 7.9. For (−∆)n+1 and s = −n, remark that
the right-hand side of (7.5) is zero. This implies that f(n, t) is polynomial in t of degree at most n.

7.5. Recall the constant Cs,s0 is defined by (3.5) for s0 > 0, s ∈ Cs−
∩ C0+ . For s in C define
0
n(s) = min{n ≥ 0 | s + n ∈ C1+ },
and
es,s := Cs+n(s),s +n(s) .
C
0
0

(7.6)

es,s ≥ Cs+n,s +n for any n ≥ 0 such that s + n ∈ C1+ . The following basic
Note that, by Remark 3.3, C
0
0
estimate was inspired by [Has30, pg. 463-464].
Lemma 7.12. Let f(s, t) ∈ H, f = L(ϕ) for ϕ ∈ Dι (L), s0 > 1, and s ∈ Cs−
. Fix ψ ∈ D(L), increasing,
0
such that ψ ≥ |ϕ| and denote g = L(ψ). Then, for −s ∈ Reg(f) and i such that s + |i| ∈ C1+ , we have

Re(s0 −s)
es,s |(−∆h )i g−s (t)| Γ (s0 ) Γ (s + |i|) |i|Re(s0 −s) t + |h|2
.
|(−∆h )i f(−s, t)| ≤ C
0
0
Γ (s) Γ (s0 + |i|)
|i|

Proof. Since Re(s0 − s) > 0 we have that

Eu tRe(s0 −s) ≤ (t + he, ii)Re(s0 −s)

for u ∈ [0, e]i .

From (7.5) we obtain
Γ (s + |i|)
|(−∆h ) f(−s, t)| ≤
Γ (s)
i

Z

Eu |f(−s − |i|, t)| du.
[0,h]i

Our hypothesis readily implies that f(−s − |i|, t) = f−s−|i| (t) and |f−s−|i| (t)| ≤ g−s−|i| (t). Furthermore,
Lemma 3.2 applied to φ(u), s + |i|, and s0 + |i| gives us
g−s−|i| (t) ≤ Cs+|i|,s0 +|i| tRe(s0 −s) g−s0 −|i| (t).
Putting everything together we obtain
|(−∆h )i f(−s, t)| ≤ Cs+|i|,s0 +|i| |(−∆h )i g−s0 (t)|

Γ (s0 )
Γ (s)

Γ (s + |i|)
|i|Re(s0 −s)
Γ (s0 + |i|)

which implies our claim.
Proposition 7.13. Let B =



t + hh, ii
|i|

Re(s0 −s)

,


P

i∈ZN
≥0

ci ∆ihe , and s0 > 1, s ∈ Cs−
. Let f(s, t) ∈ H, f = L(ϕ) for ϕ ∈ Dι (L).
0

Fix ψ ∈ D(L), increasing, such that ψ ≥ |ϕ| and denote g = L(ψ).

If g−s0 (t) ∈ D(B), then f(−s, t) ∈ D(B) for −s ∈ Reg(f). Furthermore, for s ∈ Cs−
∩ (− Reg(f)),
0
Bf(−s, t) is holomorphic .
Proof. We know that the series

X

i∈ZN
≥0

is absolutely convergent.

ci ∆ihe g−s0 (t)
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(s+|i|)
For |i| > − Re(s) + 1, Γ (s + |i|) is finite and, as |i| approaches infinity, ΓΓ(s
|i|Re(s0 −s) converges to
0 +|i|)
1. Therefore, for a fixed constant K > 1, there exist k = ks,t > 0 which depends locally uniformly on s and
t such that

Re(s0 −s)
t
Γ (s + |i|)
|i|Re(s0 −s)
< K(1 + |e|2 )Re(s0 −s) , for |i| > k.
+ |e|2
Γ (s0 + |i|)
|i|

Lemma 7.12 now implies that

es,s (1 + |e|2 )Re(s0 −s) Γ (s0 ) |∆i g−s (t)|,
|∆ihe f(−s, t)| < KC
0
he
0
Γ (s)

Therefore, the series

X

for

|i| > k.

ci ∆ihe f(−s, t)

i∈ZN
≥0

is absolutely convergent. The convergence is locally uniform in t ∈ R+ and s ∈ Cs0 − and the series of termby-term derivatives with respect to s is of the same form. The Weierstrass theorem allows us to differentiate
term-by-term. In conclusion, Bf(−s, t) is holomorphic in the given domain.

7.6. Our first main result is the following. See also [Eve18a, Theorem 3.3.4] (included below as Theorem
8.10) for a related result in the theory of Dirichlet series.
Theorem 7.14. The following hold
i) H ⊂ D(Bα );
ii) For f(s, t) ∈ H we have Bα f(s, t) ∈ H and Reg(f) = Reg(Bα f).
In particular, Bα can be considered as a linear operator Bα : H → H.

Proof. Fix f(s, t) ∈ H, f = L(ϕ) for ϕ ∈ Dι (L). Fix ψ ∈ D(L), increasing, such that ψ ≥ |ϕ| and denote
g = L(ψ). By Proposition 7.1, Bα f(−s, t) is holomorphic in s ∈ C1+ . Fix s0 > 2. Again, by Proposition
7.1, g−s0 (t) ∈ D(Bα ). Proposition 7.13 now implies that f(−s, t) ∈ D(Bα ) for s ∈ C2− and Bα f(−s, t) is
holomorphic in s ∈ C2− as long as −s ∈ Reg(f). We conclude that f(−s, t) ∈ D(Bα ) for any −s ∈ Reg(f)
and Bα f(−s, t) is holomorphic in the same domain.
By Proposition 6.21, Bα f = L(β(u)ϕ(u)). Recall that (see (6.3)) that the function β(u) is continuous,
bounded in a neighborhood of 0 and β(u) = O(uν ), u → +∞. Therefore, β(u)ϕ(u) ∈ Dι (L). From
Proposition 7.1 we know that for s ∈ C1+ , Bα f(−s, t) = (Bα f)−s (t).
Because the convergence of the series Bα f(s, t) is locally uniform with respect to t, and f(s, t) is
differentiable with respect to t we obtain that Bα f(s, t) is differentiable with respect to t and d commutes
with Bα . Thus,
d Bα f(−s, t) = Bα d f(−s, t) = −sBα f(−s − 1, t),

and d Bα f(s, t) is therefore holomorphic in s ∈ Reg(f). The conditions of Definition 7.6 are satisfied and in
conclusion Bα f(s, t) is an element of H.

Corollary 7.15. The action of Bα on H depends only on α(z).
Proof. Indeed, the action of Bα on Im(L) depends only on α(z) and Bα f(−s, t) is completely determined

by its restriction to s ∈ C1+ for which f(−s, t) ∈ Im(L).
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Corollary 7.16. Let f(s, t) ∈ H and assume that f = L(ϕ) with ϕ(u) = o(uγ ), u → 0+ , for some γ > −1.
Then, Bα f(−s, t) is the analytic continuation of
sν Dfα (s + ν, t) = sν Aα f(−s − ν, t) = Bα f(−s, t),

s ∈ C1+ ,

and Bα f(n, t) = Tα (−d)f(n, t) if n ∈ Reg(f).
Proof. Straightforward from Theorem 6.22, Theorem 7.14, Proposition 7.1, Remark 7.9, Proposition 6.8,
and Proposition 7.11.

7.7. Another consequence of Theorem 7.14 is the following
Theorem 7.17. The map
T × H → H,

gives a T-module structure on H.

(α(z), f(s, t)) 7→ Bα f(s, t)

Proof. We only have to argue that, for α, α′ ∈ T we have Bα Bα′ = Bαα′ as operators on H. This follows

from Corollary 7.15 and the fact that Bα Bα′ is a multi-power series expansion corresponding to αα′ .
It would be interesting to acquire some basic understanding of the T-mod structure on H. For example,
the submodule Tts consists of a certain class of Dirichlet series; we look more closely at this particular
situation in the next section.
8. Dirichlet series
8.1. In this section we explore the consequences of Theorem 7.14 for the particular case f(s, t) = ts ∈ H
or, equivalently, for ϕ(u) = 1. The first thing to note is that f(s, t) = ts is entire.
Theorem 8.1. The following hold
i) ts ∈ D(Bα ) for all s ∈ C;
ii) Bα (ts ) is holomorphic in s ∈ C;
iii) For s ∈ C0+ we have
Bα (t−s ) = sν Aα (t−s−ν ) = sν Dα (s + ν, t).
Proof. By Theorem 7.14, Bα (ts ) is holomorphic in s ∈ C. For part iii) apply Theorem 6.22.



8.2. Theorem 8.1 can be restated in terms of the Dirichlet series associated to α. Let us first define the
following concept.
Definition 8.2. Let P[t] ∈ C[t] be a polynomial of degree n. The argument t0 ∈ C is said to be generic
for P[t] if di P[t0 ] 6= 0 for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, and otherwise it is said to be special. If ν ≥ 1, the generic
and special arguments for the Dirichlet series Dα (s, t) are defined as the generic and, respectively, special
arguments of the Bernoulli polynomial Bα [ν − 1, t]. If ν = 0, all arguments are considered to be generic.
Theorem 8.3. The series Dα (s, t)
i) converges absolutely and is holomorphic in s ∈ Cν+ ;
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ii) has meromorphic continuation to s ∈ C with only simple poles.
More precisely, for t0 ∈ C let (pn )1≤n≤ν , pν 6= 0, denote the coefficients in the expansion
Bα [ν − 1; t] = pν (t − t0 )ν−1 + · · · + p2 (t − t0 ) + p1 .
Then,
iii) The set of poles of Dα (s, t0 ) is Pα (t0 ) = {n | 1 ≤ n ≤ ν, pn 6= 0};
iv) If ν ≥ 1, Dα (s, t0 ) has a simple pole at s = ν with residue (−1)ν kν /(ν − 1)!;
v) The residue of Dα (s, t0 ) at the pole s = n is
(−1)ν
(−1)n pn .
(ν − 1)!

(8.1)

n!
Bα [ν + n; t].
(ν + n)!

(8.2)

Res(Dα (s, t0 ), n) =
Furthermore, for n ≥ 0 we have
vi)
Dα (−n, t) = (−1)ν

Proof. From Theorem 8.1, Dα (s, t) converges for s ∈ Cν+ to a holomorphic function in s and the function
Bα (t−s+ν ) is the holomorphic continuation of (s − ν)ν Dα (s, t) to s ∈ C. If ν = 0 then Dα (s, t) is
holomorphic. If ν ≥ 1, it is clear that the potential poles of Dα (s, t) are simple and form a subset of
{1, 2, . . . , ν}. More precisely, 1 ≤ n ≤ ν is a pole of Dα (s, t0 ) if and only if
Bα (t−n+ν ) = Bα [−n + ν; t] =

1
d(n−1) Bα [ν − 1; t]
(ν − 1)n−1

does not vanish at t = t0 . This, in turn, translates to pn 6= 0. In such a case
s−n
Res(Dα (s, t0 ), n) = lim lim
Bα (t−s+ν )
t→t0 s→n (s − ν)ν
(−1)ν−n
Bα [ν − n; t0 ]
=
(ν − n)!(n − 1)!
(−1)ν−n
=
pn .
(ν − 1)!
In the last step we used (6.6). Since Bα [0; t] = (−1)ν kµ we obtain that the residue at s = ν equals

(−1)ν kµ /(ν − 1)!. The last claim is clear from Theorem 8.1iii).
Corollary 8.4. If t0 is a generic argument for Dα (s, t) then the singularities of Dα (s, t0 ) are simple poles
at s = 1, . . . , ν. If t0 is a special argument, 1 ≤ n ≤ ν is a removable singularity of Dα (s, t0 ) if and only if
t = t0 is a critical point of Bα [ν − n; t].
8.3. An immediate consequence of Theorem 8.3 is that it allows one to construct Dirichlet series with any
specified finite set of positive integers as simple poles and any specified residues at those poles.
Theorem 8.5. Let t0 ∈ R+ , P ⊂ Z>0 a finite subset, and {rn | n ∈ P} ⊂ C∗ . There exist a tame series
α(z) such that the singularities of the associated Dirichlet series Dα (s, t0 ) has the following properties
a) the singularities of Dα (s, t0 ) are precisely the simple poles at s = n ∈ P;
b) Res(D(s, t0 ), n) = rn , n ∈ P.
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Furthermore, all such tame series α(z) have the same principal part at z = 1.
Proof. If P = ∅ we can pick α(z) to be any tame series which is holomorphic around z = 1. Assume that
P 6= ∅. Let ν = max(P) ≥ 1. Define rn = 0 for 1 ≤ n ≤ ν, n 6∈ P. For 1 ≤ n ≤ ν let pn := (ν−1)!(−1)ν+n rn
and
P[t] := pν (t − t0 )ν−1 + · · · + p2 (t − t0 ) + p1 .

Since ν ∈ P we have rν 6= 0 so P[t] is a polynomial of degree ν − 1. From Proposition 6.14 we know that
there exists a tame series α(z) such that Bα [ν − 1; t] = P[t]. Theorem 8.3 implies now that the singularities
of Dα (s, t0 ) are precisely simple poles at s = n ∈ P with residues rn , respectively. The uniqueness of αp (z)

follows again from Proposition 6.14.

Even more, we can show that the Dirichlet series Dα (s, t) is uniquely determined by it poles, residues,
and values at negative integers.
Theorem 8.6. Let t0 ∈ R+ , P ⊂ Z>0 a finite subset, {rn | n ∈ P} ⊂ C∗ , and (vn )n≥0 ⊂ C. Then,
there exist at most one tame series α(z) such that the associated Dirichlet series Dα (s, t0 ) has the following
properties
a) the singularities of Dα (s, t0 ) are precisely the simple poles at s = n ∈ P;
b) Res(D(s, t0 ), n) = rn , n ∈ P;
c) Dα (−n, t0 ) = vn , n ≥ 0.
Proof. Assume that there is a tame series α(z) with the properties required in the statement. As before,
t0 ∈ R+ , P ⊂ Z>0 a finite subset, {rn | n ∈ P} ⊂ C∗ , and (vn )n≥0 ⊂ C uniquely determine the sequence of
values Bα [n; t0 ], n ≥ 0. By Theorem 6.17 the sequence of values uniquely determine the Laurent expansion
of α(z) around z = 1 and therefore α(z).

Remark 8.7. As pointed out in Remark 6.18, the data in the statement of Theorem 8.6 determines a formal
Laurent expansion around z = 1. The existence of a Dirichlet series specified by the data in Theorem 8.6
boils down to the study of the analytic properties of this formal Laurent expansion, specifically, whether it
is the Laurent expansion around z = 1 of some tame α(z). The problem of finding necessary or sufficient
conditions for this to happen is akin to the classical converse theorems in the theory of L-functions [Ham21,
Ham22a, Ham22b, Hec36, Wei67, KMP10].
8.4. The results showing that the poles and residues of a Dirichlet series only depend on information about
its holomorphic behavior around z = 1 suggest that the third condition in the definition of a tame power
series is not necessary for the existence of holomorphic continuation and the location of the poles. In what
follows we show that this is indeed the case. Let η(z) be a power series around z = 0 that represents a
function of one complex variable with the following properties
• η(z) is holomorphic in D(0, 1);
• η(z) has a pole at z = 1 (of order ν ≥ 0).
We adopt the usual notation for the corresponding Dirichlet series Dη (s, t), the operators Aη , Tη , and
Bernoulli polynomials Bη [n; t] = Tη (tn ) as well as for the principal part ηp and homomorphic part ηh (z)
of the Laurent expansion of η(z) around z = 1. Note that ηh (z) represents a function that is holomorphic
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in D(0, 1) and around z = 1 while ηp (z) is tame. The following statement is known to specialists (see e.g.
[Eve18a, Theorem 3.3.4] or §8.6). We include a proof for the reader’s convenience.
Proposition 8.8. Assume that ν = 0. Then, the series Dη (s, t)
i) converges absolutely and is holomorphic in s ∈ C1+ ;
ii) has holomorphic continuation to s ∈ C.
Furthermore, for n ≥ 0 we have
iii)
(8.3)

Dη (−n, t) = Bη [n; t].

Proof. From Proposition 4.3, for s ∈ C0+ , t−s ∈ D(Aη ) and Dη (s, t) = Aη (t−s ) = L(η(e−u )us−1 /Γ (s))
converges absolutely and is holomorphic in s ∈ C1+ . Let 0 < ε strictly smaller than the radius of convergence
of the power series of
∞
X
η(e−u ) =
cn un
n=0

around u = 0. Then,
−u

L(η(e

s−1

)u

/Γ (s))(t) =

Zε

−ut

e

−u

η(e

s−1

)u

/Γ (s)du +

0

Z∞

e−ut η(e−u )us−1 /Γ (s)du

ε

The second integral is convergent for all s ∈ C and represents an entire function. The first integral, after
the usual argument that justifies the interchange of integration and summation, writes as
X
X cn γ(s + n, tε)
s
(8.4)
=
ε
cn εn sn γ∗ (s + n, tε)
ts+n
Γ (s)
n≥0

n≥0

where γ(s, z) is the lower incomplete Gamma function and
∞

γ∗ (s, z) =

X
γ(s, z)
zk
= e−z
.
s
z Γ (s)
Γ (s + k + 1)
k=0

We refer to [Par10] for the properties of the functions γ(s, z) and γ∗ (s, z). The function γ∗ (s, z) is entire in
s for fixed z and since the series (8.4) converges absolutely for s ∈ C1+ we obtain that the series converges
locally uniformly on compact subsets of C and therefore it defines an entire function.
For the proof of part iii) we follow the argument used in the proof of [Eve18a, Theorem 3.3.4] (see the
discussion in §8.6). Fix n ∈ Z≥0 and for s ∈ C1+ write
Z
1 ∞ −tu −u s−1
Dη (s, t) =
e
η(e )u
du
Γ (s) 0
!
Z
Z
n+1
n+1
X
1 ∞ −tu
1 ∞ −tu X
−u
k
k+s−1
e
e
η(e ) −
ck u us−1 du
ck u
du +
=
Γ (s) 0
Γ (s) 0
k=0
k=0
!
Z∞
n+1
n+1
X
X
1
=
ck sk t−s−k +
ck uk us−1 du.
e−tu η(e−u ) −
Γ (s) 0
k=0

k=0
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The first term is polynomial of degree n + 1 in s and the second term, which we denote by Rn (s, t), is given
by an integral that converges locally uniformly for Re(s) > −n − 1. Consequently, the series
!
n+1
X
X 1 Z m+1
−u
k
−tu
η(e ) −
ck u us−1 du
e
Γ (s) m
k=0

m≥0

converges locally uniformly in Re(s) > −n−1 and the Weierstrass theorem allows us to differentiate term by
term with respect to s. In conclusion, Rn (s, t) is holomorphic for Re(s) > −n − 1. Moreover, Rn (−N, t) = 0
for 0 ≤ N ≤ n because of the corresponding pole of the Gamma function. Therefore,
Dη (s, t) =

n+1
X

ck sk t−s−k + Rn (s, t)

k=0

holds for Re(s) > −n − 1. For s = −n we obtain
Dη (−n, t) =

n
X

ck (−n)k tn−k =

n
X

(−1)k ck nk tn−k = Tη (tn ) = Bη [n; t],

k=0

k=0

which completes the proof for part iii).



8.5. We are now ready to state an extension of Theorem 8.3 for the series η(z).
Theorem 8.9. The series Dη (s, t) has meromorphic continuation to s ∈ C with only simple poles. More
precisely, for t0 ∈ C let (pn )1≤n≤ν , pν 6= 0, denote the coefficients in the expansion
Bη [ν − 1; t] = pν (t − t0 )ν−1 + · · · + p2 (t − t0 ) + p1 .
Then,
i) The set of poles of Dη (s, t0 ) is Pη (t0 ) = {n | 1 ≤ n ≤ ν, pn 6= 0};
ii) If ν ≥ 1, Dη (s, t0 ) has a simple pole at s = ν with residue (−1)ν kν /(ν − 1)!;
iii) The residue of Dη (s, t0 ) at the pole s = n is
(−1)ν
(−1)n pn .
(ν − 1)!

(8.5)

n!
Bα [ν + n; t].
(ν + n)!

(8.6)

Res(Dη (s, t0 ), n) =
Furthermore, for n ≥ 0 we have
iv)
Dα (−n, t) = (−1)ν
Proof. We can write

Dη (s, t) = Dηp (s, t) + Dηh (s, t).
By Proposition 8.8 Dηh (s, t) has holomorphic continuation to the entire plane. The power series ηp (z)
is tame and its meromorphic continuation follows from Theorem 8.3. The location of the poles, and the
corresponding residues for Dη (s, t) are inherited from those of Dηp (s, t) and the remaining claims follow
directly from Theorem 8.3 applied to ηp (z). For the proof of part iv) we use Proposition 8.8 iii) for

Dηh (−n, t) and Theorem 8.3 vi) for Dηp (−n, t).
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8.6. We state [Eve18a, Theorem 3.3.4] adapted to the notation used in this article and briefly discuss its
P
P
relationship with the previous results. Let η(z) = n≥0 an+1 zn and φ(z) = n≥0 bn+1 zn be power series
convergent in D(0, 1). Assume that η(z) is meromorphic in a neighborhood of z = 1 and denote by ν the
order of η(z) at z = 1, with the convention that ν > 0 if z = 1 is a pole of order ν, and ν < 0 if z = 1 is a
P
k
−z
zero of order −ν. Let η(e−z ) = ∞
) in a neighborhood of z = 0. We
k=−ν ck z denote the expansion of η(e
adopt the usual notation for the associated operators and Dirichlet series. For a Dirichlet series we denote
by σc the abscissa of convergence, by σa the abscissa of absolute convergence, and by σm the abscissa of
the boundary line of the maximal open right half-plane in which it has meromorphic continuation (both are
elements of R ∪ {±∞}, and σm ≤ σa ).
Theorem 8.10. With the notation above, assume that σa (Dφ ) < ∞ and
X
ai = O(nr ), n → ∞, for some r ≥ 0.

(8.7)

1≤i≤n

Then,

i) σa (Dηφ ) ≤ max(r, σa (Dφ ) + r) and σm (Dηφ ) ≤ σm (Dφ ) + ν;
ii) For each K ∈ Z≥0 ,
K
X
Dηφ (s) =
ck sk Dφ (s + k) + RK (s),

(8.8)

k=−ν

for Re(s) > max(σc (Dφ ) − K − 1, −K − 1, σm (Dφ ) + ν), with RK (s) a holomorphic function in the
domain Re(s) > max(σc (Dφ ) − K − 1, −K − 1). Furthermore, RK (−m) = 0 for −m ∈ Z≤0 in its
domain.

This result, applied to φ(z) = 1, implies the analytic continuation of Dη (s, 1) as in Proposition 8.8
and Theorem 8.9. The arguments for the analytic continuation are to some extent distinct and Proposition
8.8 does not make use of the hypothesis (8.7). The equation (8.8) allows for the identification of the poles,
residues, and values at negative integers in the form given in Theorem 8.9. In fact, the proof of Proposition
8.8 iii), which identifies the values at negative integers, emulates the corresponding argument in the proof
of Theorem 8.10. There are also connections between Theorem 8.10 and Theorem 7.14 that we hope to
discuss elsewhere.
9. Examples
9.1. Riemann zeta function. For α(z) = 1/(1 − z) we have ν = 1. The meromorphic continuation of
the Dirichlet series Dα (s, t) is the Hurwitz zeta function and that of Dα (s) = ζ(s) is the Riemann zeta
function. As seen from Remark 6.11, the polynomials Bα [t; n] are the classical Bernoulli polynomials. In
this case, Theorem 8.3 reduces to the well-know classical properties of the Hurwitz zeta function.
9.2. Dirichlet eta function. For α(z) = 1/(1 + z) we have ν = 0. The corresponding Dirichlet series are
Dα (s, t) =

∞
X
(−1)n
(t + n)s

n=0

and Dα (s) =

∞
X
(−1)n−1
,
ns

n=1

the latter being known as Dirichlet’s eta series. They both extend to entire functions in s and their properties
are usually studied through their relationship with the Riemann and Hurwitz zeta functions, but all this can
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be also read from Theorem 8.3. By Remark 6.11, the exponential generating function for the corresponding
Bernoulli polynomials is
∞
X
etu
un
= u
,
Bα [n; t]
n!
e +1
n=0

thus identifying 2Bα [n; t] with the classical Euler polynomial En (t).

9.3. Dirichlet L-functions. Let χ : Z → C be a Dirichlet character of modulus k and let
k
1 X
α(z) =
χ(i)zi−1 .
1 − zk
i=1

Then,

Dα (s, t) =

∞
X
χ(n + 1)
= L(s, χ, t),
(n + t)s

n=0

and L(s, χ) = L(s, χ, 1) is the classical Dirichlet L-series. If χ is a principal character then
χ(1) + · · · + χ(k) = ϕ(k) 6= 0
(Euler’s ϕ-function) and therefore ν = 1. Otherwise, χ(1) + · · · + χ(k) = 0 (by orthogonality of characters)
and ν = 0. So, the meromorphic extension of L(s, χ, t) has, for χ principal, a simple pole at s = 1 with
residue equal to minus the residue of α(z) at z = 1 (hence equal to ϕ(k)/k) and it is otherwise entire. The
statements in Theorem 8.3 and Remark 6.11 are classical in this case. For completeness, we record the
exponential generating function for the corresponding Bernoulli polynomials
∞
X

n=0

k

X
u
un
= ku
χ(i)e(t−1+i)u .
Bα [n; t]
n!
e −1
i=1

9.4. Lerch zeta function. For a ∈ C such that Im(a) ≥ 0, the following series was introduced and studied
in [Ler87]
∞
X
e2πina
ζ(s, a, t) =
.
(n + t)s
n=0

The series ζ(s, a) = e2πia ζ(s, a, 1) for a real is called the periodic zeta series. One important numbertheoretical aspect is that one of the constructions of p-adic L-functions [Mor77] is using interpolation of
Lerch zeta function values.
The function α(z) = 1/(1 − e2πia z) is holomorphic in holomorphic in D(0, 1) if and only if Im(a) ≥ 0.
In this case, the corresponding Dirichlet series is Dα (s, t) = ζ(s, a, t). If a ∈ Z, then the meromorphic
extension of ζ(s, a, t) is precisely the Hurwitz zeta function. If a 6∈ Z we have ν = 0 and the Dirichlet
series extends to an entire function. In this case, the exponential generating function of the corresponding
Bernoulli polynomials is
∞
X
etu
un
.
=
Bα [n; t]
n!
1 − e2πia eu
n=0

Their relationship with the Apostol-Bernoulli polynomials [Apo51, Boy08] βn (t, e2πina ) is the following
βn+1 (t, e2πina ) = −(n + 1)Bα [n; t],

n ≥ 0.
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Under the change of variable e2πia = w the Lerch zeta function is known as the Lerch transcendent
[EMOT81] and arises as the meromorphic continuation of the series
Φ(s, w, t) =

∞
X

n=0

wn
.
(n + t)s

The condition Im(a) ≥ 0 is equivalent to |w| ≤ 1. The corresponding generating series is α(z) = 1/(1 − wz).
Again, for w = 1, one goes back to the case of the Hurwitz zeta function. For |w| ≤ 1, w 6= 1, the series
Dα (s, t) extends to an entire function whose values at negative integers are given as Dα (−n, t) = Bα [n; t],
n ≥ 0 where
∞
X
un
etu
Bα [n; t]
.
=
n!
1 − weu
n=0

The coefficients of the polynomials Bα [n; t] can be qualitatively described: Bα [0; t] = 1/(1 − w) and Bα [n; 0],
n > 0, is a polynomial in w with rational coefficients. This, together with Proposition 6.12 implies that the
coefficients of Bα [n; t] are polynomials in w, except for the top degree coefficient which equals 1/(1 − w).

The polylogarithm is defined as Lis (w) = wΦ(s, w, 1) and it arises as the meromorphic continuation
of the series
∞
X
wn
.
Lis (w) =
ns
n=1

The polylogarithm, whose history goes back to Euler, features prominently in the theory of motives and
algebraic cycles but it is also ubiquitous throughout several mathematical and physical contexts (see e.g.
[Car02, Lew91, Mil83, Oes93, Zag07]). It is important to mention that the Lerch zeta function has also a
continuation (with possible branch point singularities) for Im(a) < 0 (or, equivalently, |w| > 1). See, for
example, [LL12, LL16] (also for historical context and commentary on previous work) where the continuation is established with the help of the four term functional equation [Ler87]. However, for |w| > 1 the
corresponding function is no longer locally represented by a Dirichlet series (e.g. Li1 (w) = − ln(1 − w) is
no longer represented by a Dirichlet series anywhere outside |w| < 1).

9.5. Barnes zeta function. Let ν ≥ 1 and a ∈ Rν
>0 . The Barnes zeta function [Bar04] arises as the
meromorphic continuation of the series
X
1
.
ζa (s, t) =
(t
+
hm,
ai)s
m∈Zν
≥0

For a ∈

Zν
>0

the series is a Dirichlet series. Assume that a ∈ Zν
>0 and let
α(z) =

ν
Y
i=1

∞
X
1
=
pa (n)zn .
1 − zai
n=0

The function pa (n) is usually called a (partial) partition function. With this notation,
Dα (s, t) =

∞
X
pa (n)
s = ζa (s, t).
(t
+ n)
n=0

The function α(z) has a pole at z = 1 or order ν. By Theorem 8.3, the location of the poles, the corresponding
residues and the values at negative integers are determined by the Bernoulli polynomials which, in this case,
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are precisely the Barnes-Bernoulli polynomials [Bar04]
∞
X

n=0

ν

Bα [n; t]

u
un Y
=
etu .
n!
eai u − 1
i=1

The meromorphic continuation, information about the poles, their residues, as well as the values at negative
integers are due to Barnes [Bar04], but the results have been revisited and reproved many times (e.g.
[Rui00]). It would be interesting to provide an explicit expression for the polynomial Bα [ν − 1; t]. Recall
that this polynomial contains all the information about the behavior of Dα (s, t) at the poles.
ν
The general case a ∈ Rν
>0 can be treated similarly. More precisely, one has to allow e ∈ R>0 in the
definition of a multi-power series.

9.6. Ehrhart series. An interesting example of geometric origin is the following. Let P ⊂ Rd be a convex
d-polytope. Let an = |nP ∩ Zd |, n ≥ 1. The series
Ehr(z) = 1 +

∞
X

an zn

n=1

is called the Ehrhart series of P. The relationship with the series α(z) is the following
Ehr(z) = 1 + zα(z).
If P is in addition rational, then an is quasi-polynomial in n and for some positive integer p (the smallest
positive integer k such that kP is an integral polytope) and some polynomial g(z) of degree at most p(d + 1)
and constant term 1 we have
g(z)
.
Ehr(z) =
(1 − zp )d+1
Therefore, α(z) is a rational function of the form
α(z) =

h(z)
(1 − zp )d+1

and consequently tame. The corresponding Dirichlet series
Dα (s, t) =

∞
X
|(n + 1)P ∩ Zd |
(t + n)s

n=0

and Dα (s) =

∞
X
|nP ∩ Zd |
ns

n=1

are subject to Theorem 8.3. It is interesting to remark that for Delzant polytopes the Khovanskii-Pukhlikov
theorem [PK92] expresses |P ∩Zd | in terms of the action of a d-variable version of the classical Todd operator
on the volume polynomial of P.
−1
9.7. Central binomial sums. Let an = 2n
, n ≥ 1. The corresponding power series α(z) has radius
n
of convergence 4 so, by Theorem 8.3, the associated Dirichlet series extends to an entire function. The
Dirichlet series
∞
X
1
Dα (s) =

s 2n
n
n
n=1
is referred to in the literature as a central binomial sum. There are very interesting relations between the
values Dα (s) for s a positive integer and those of the Riemann zeta at positive integers [BB01, BBK01].
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The values at negative integers do not seem to have been investigated yet. From [BB87, pg. 385] we have
∞
X
(2z)2n
 =
2n

n=1

which implies that

n

z2
z arcsin(z)
+
1 − z2 (1 − z2 )3/2

4 arcsin(eu/2 /2)
1
+
.
4 − eu
eu/2 (4 − eu )3/2
The exponential generating series for the Bernoulli polynomials is therefore


∞
X
4 arcsin(eu/2 /2)
1
un
+
=
Bα [n; t]
etu .
u/2 (4 − eu )3/2
n!
4 − eu
e
n=0
α(eu ) =

According to Theorem 8.3vi) we have Dα (−n) = Bα [n; 1], n ≥ 0.

9.8. Zeta-Dirichlet series. We use this as a generic term for Dirichlet series whose coefficients involve
the values of the Riemann zeta function at positive integers. We will only look at one particular situation.
1 (2πi)n Bn
, n > 1. By Euler’s
Let Bn denote the classical Bernoulli numbers. Let a1 = 0 and an = − ·
2
n!
formula, an = 0 for n odd and an = ζ(n) for n even. The generating series is
α(z) = −

∞
1 X (−1)n (2π)2n B2n 2n−1
1
z
= − (π cot(πz) − 1/z),
2
(2n)!
2
n=1

which is meromorphic in C with only simple poles at z ∈ Z∗ . Therefore, α(z) is tame and, by Theorem 8.3,
the associated Dirichlet series
∞
∞
X
X
ζ(2n)
ζ(2n)
and Dα (s) =
Dα (s, t) =
(t + 2n − 1)s
(2n)s
n=1

n=1

extend to meromorphic functions with only a simple pole at s = 1 with residue 1/2. The exponential
generating series for the Bernoulli polynomials is therefore


∞
X
un
u(πeu cot(πeu ) − 1)
Bα [n; t]
etu .
=
n!
2eu
n=0

According to Theorem 8.3vi) we have Dα (−n, t) = Bα [n; t], n ≥ 0.
(a,b)

9.9. Jacobi polynomials. The Jacobi polynomials Pn (x) are a family of polynomials on the interval
(−1, 1), orthogonal with respect to the weight function (1 − x)a (1 + x)b . They sit high in the hierarchy
of classical special orthogonal polynomials, only below the Wilson polynomials. It is arguably possible to
obtain results similar to those in this section for Wilson polynomials; we restrict to Jacobi polynomials for
technical convenience.
For us, the parameters a, b ∈ C and x ∈ (−1, 1). The generating function for Jacobi polynomials is
given by [AAR99, Theorem 6.4.2]
α(z) =

∞
X

(a,b)
Pn
(x)zn = 2a+b R−1 (R + 1 − z)−a (R + 1 + z)−b ,

where R = R(x, z) = (z2 − 2xz + 1)1/2 .

n=0

We work with the principal branch of the complex power function; the branch cut is made along the
negative real axis. The power series has radius of convergence 1. A routine computation shows that the only
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singularities of the analytic function represented by α(z) are branch points at z for which |z|2 = 1, Re(z) = x,
and |z|2 = 2, Re(z) = x ± 1/2. Given that x ∈ (−1, 1), α(z) is holomorphic in a neighborhood of z = 1 and
Theorem 8.9 implies that the corresponding Dirichlet series
∞
(a,b)
X
Pn (x)
Dα (s, t) =
(t + n)s
n=0

(a,b)
∞
X
Pn−1 (x)
and Dα (s) =
ns
n=1

have holomorphic continuation to s ∈ C. If x ∈ (−1, 1/2] then α(z) satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 5.6
and it is therefore tame. In this case, Theorem 8.3 allows the computation of the values at negative integers
of this Dirichlet series in terms of the associated Bernoulli polynomials. Their exponential generating series
is
∞
X
un
e −1 (R
e + 1 − z)−a (R
e + 1 + z)−b etu , where R
e = R(x,
e u) = (e2u − 2xeu + 1)1/2 .
= 2a+b R
Bα [n; t]
n!
n=0

It would be interesting to investigate whether α(z) remains tame also for x ∈ (1/2, 1).
10. Other singularities

10.1. We briefly discuss some known examples of series α(z) for which the singular point z = 1 is not a pole
and thus fall outside the hypotheses of our main results. In these examples, z = 1 is either a branch point or
a non-isolated singularity. However, in these examples the Dirichlet series Dα (s) (and therefore Dα (s, t))
admits meromorphic continuation to s ∈ C. At present there is no general technique that produces such a
meromorphic continuation; it is usually obtained either by directly relating Dα (s) to a Dirichlet series of
tame type or, especially in arithmetic situations, by making use of functional equations.
10.2. Branch points. Recall from §9.4 that, for fixed s0 ∈ C, the series
Φ(s0 , z, 1) =

∞
X

n=0

Lis0 (z)
zn
=
(n + 1)s0
z

has radius of convergence 1 and is also convergent for |z| = 1 if s0 ∈ C1+ . The series extends to a holomorphic
function in z ∈ C with at most a singularity at z = 1 [GS08, LL16]. More precisely, for s0 ∈ Z≤0 , Φ(s0 , z, 1)
is a rational function in z with a simple pole at z = 1 (see §9.4 or [LL16, Theorem 2.5]). For all other values
of s0 , z = 1 is a branch point so its maximal domain of holomorphy is not included in the complex plane.
However, one can consider a maximal domain of holomorphy inside the complex plane by making a branch
cut (e.g. along [1, ∞)). The monodromy around z = 1 is described in [LL16, Theorem 2.4].
For α(z) = Φ(s0 , z, 1), the corresponding Dirichlet series
Dα (s) =

∞
X
n−s0
= ζ(s + s0 )
ns

n=1

has meromorphic extension to s ∈ C with a simple pole at s = 1 − s0 . It is interesting to note that the
location of the pole falls within Z>0 (as in Theorems 8.3, 8.5, 8.9) precisely when the singularity of α(z)
at z = 1 is a pole. When the pole of Dα (s) falls in Z≤0 , there is special monodromy around the branch
point z = 1. Overall, it is not yet clear whether the location of the poles of Dα (s) can be read from the
monodromy around z = 1, or other invariants have to be considered.
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Another example of the same nature that should play a role in evaluating this phenomenon is the
P∞
following. Consider α(z) = − n=0 ln(n + 1)zn . It can be shown that z = 1 is a branch point and α(z) has
no other singularities in D(0, 2π). The corresponding Dirichlet series
Dα (s) = −

∞
X
ln(n)
= ζ′ (s)
ns

n=1

has meromorphic extension to s ∈ C with a double pole at s = 1. In this case, the location of the pole falls
within Z>0 but the pole is no longer simple.
10.3. Circle cuts. Another important situation is when z = 1 is not an isolated singularity for α(z). A
particular case consists of power series for which the unit circle is the natural boundary. The following
result, due to Fritz Carlson [Car21] (see also [Pól28]), will be useful.
Theorem 10.1. Let α(z) be a power series with radius of convergence 1 and integer coefficients. Then
either α(z) has the unit circle as its natural boundary, or α(z) can be represented as a rational function of
the form
P(z)
,
(1 − zp )q
for some P(z) ∈ Z[z] and p, q ∈ Z>0 .
In the discussion below, we will largely restrict to the case of power series with integral coefficients and
therefore will be concerned with power series with the unit circle as a cut. If α1 (z) is of this type and α2 (z)
has z = 1 as an isolated singularity then α1 (z) + α2 (z) has again the unit circle as a cut. Therefore, the
question of understanding when does Dα (s) have meromorphic continuation to s ∈ C hinges in part on the
ability to characterize α(z), with the unit circle as its natural boundary, for which Dα (z) is entire.
10.3.1. Dedekind zeta function. Let k be an algebraic number field of degree N and
ζk (s) =

∞
X
an
ns

n=1

the corresponding Dedekind zeta function; the coefficient an counts the number of ideals of norm n in the
integer ring of k. The series converges for Re(s) > 1. Its meromorphic continuation to s ∈ C is due to Hecke
(see e.g. [Hec81]) and it is based on the existence of a functional equation. The resulting function has only
a simple pole at s = 1. The residue is computed by the analytic class number formula (in this form due to
Dedekind)
2r1 (2π)r2 hk Rk
p
Res(ζk (s), 1) =
wk |Dk |
where r1 , 2r2 denote the number of real embeddings and complex embeddings of k, hk the class number, wk
the number of roots of unity in k, Dk the discriminant, and Rk the regulator. The regulator, in particular, is
typically a transcendental real number, defined as a determinant of logarithms of algebraic numbers (units
in Ok ).
P
The power series α(z) = n≥0 an+1 zn has radius of convergence at least 1 (since the Dirichlet series
has non-empty domain of convergence) and it cannot be holomorphic in a neighborhood of z = 1 (otherwise
the Dirichlet series would be entire). Therefore, the radius of convergence is precisely 1 and, according to
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Theorem 10.1, α(z) is either a rational function or has the circle as a cut. If α(z) is a rational function then,
again by Theorem 10.1 and Theorem 8.9, the pole at z = 1 is simple and the residue of ζk (s) at s = 1 is a
rational number. Therefore, if
π r2 R k
p
6∈ Q
|Dk |
(which seems to be always the case if n > 1), then α(z) has the circle as its natural boundary. To wit, the
Dirichlet series has pole that falls in Z>0 but the residue is not what it is expected if it would arise from a
rational function.
10.3.2. Modular forms. To the sequence (an )n≥1 and λ > 0 we associate the function
f(τ) =

∞
X

an e2πinτ/λ .

n=1

It is clear that τ belongs to the upper half-plane if and only if e2πiτ/λ ∈ D(0, 1). The relationship between
f(z) and α(z) is the following
f(τ) = e2πiτ/λ α(e2πiτ/λ ).
In particular, f(τ) is analytic inthe upper half-plane. We assume that an = O(nc ), n → +∞, for some
c ∈ R. If, in addition, f(τ) satisfies
f(−1/τ) = γ(τ/i)k f(τ),
(10.1)
for some k > 0 and γ = ±1, we say that f(τ) is a cusp form of weight k and multiplier γ and write
f(τ) ∈ M0 (λ, k, γ). Hecke [Hec36] (see [BK08] for a detailed account) developed a correspondence between
modular forms (the relevant group G(λ) being the group generated by the maps τ 7→ −1/τ and τ 7→ τ + λ)
and Dirichlet series. For our situation, the correspondence [BK08, Theorem 2.1] says that (10.1) is satisfied
if and only if Φ(s) = (2π/λ)−s Γ (s)Dα (s) has holomorphic extension to an entire function bounded in each
vertical strip and
Φ(s) = γΦ(k − s).
(10.2)
Assume that f(τ) ∈ M0 (λ, k, γ). For λ > 2 the vector space M0 (λ, k, γ) is infinite dimensional and
the standard fundamental region for G(λ) has on its boundary the line segments (−λ/2, −1) and (1, λ/2).
Under favorable conditions one can use of the Schwarz reflection principle to extend f(τ) to a holomorphic
function into the lower half-plane, with potential singularities (see [BK08, Chapter 4] for details). In this
case, it is possible that z = 1 is a regular point for α(z) and it is covered by Theorem 8.9.
On the other hand, for λ < 2 the vector space M0 (λ, k, γ) is finite dimensional. The real line is the
natural boundary for f(τ) and therefore the unit circle is the natural boundary for α(z). Indeed, if f(τ)
extends to a neighborhood of a point on the real line then, because any such neighborhood contains a
fundamental domain for G(λ), f(τ) extends to a bounded entire function and it is therefore the constant
function 0. This case thus provides examples of entire Dirichlet series that do not arise from tame power
series, as well as elements of H that are not in Tts . Nevertheless, any such Dirichlet series will generate a
T-submodule of H.
10.3.3. Arithmetic convolution. The arithmetic convolution (α1 ∗ α2 )(z) of the power series α1 (z), α2 (z) is
the unique series for which Dα1 ∗α2 (s, t) = Dα1 (s, t)Dα2 (s, t). The following result provides another class
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of examples of series with the unit circle as a natural boundary for which the associated Dirichlet series
admit meromorphic continuation to the complex plane.
Theorem 10.2. Let α1 (z), α2 (z) be power series with non-negative integer coefficients such that their
radius of convergence equals 1 and they represent rational functions. Then,
i) (α1 ∗ α2 )(z) has the unit circle as its natural boundary;
ii) Dα1 ∗α2 (s, t) has meromorphic extension to s ∈ C.
Proof. The series α1 (z), α2 (z) must have z = 1 as a pole. By Theorem 8.3 Dα1 (s, t) and Dα2 (s, t) have
meromorphic continuation to s ∈ C with only simple poles implying that Dα1 ∗α2 (s, t) has meromorphic
continuation to s ∈ C with at most double poles. In fact, for t0 that is generic for both α1 (z) and α2 (z),
both Dα1 (s, t) and Dα2 (s, t) have a pole at s = 1 and therefore Dα1 ∗α2 (s, t0 ) has a double pole at s = 1.
The series (α1 ∗ α2 )(z) must have radius of convergence at least 1 (because its Dirichlet series converges
in some right half-plane) and cannot be holomorphic in a neighborhood of z = 1 (otherwise Theorem 8.9
forces Dα1 ∗α2 (s, t) to be entire). Furthermore, (α1 ∗ α2 )(z) cannot represent a rational function because
Dα1 ∗α2 (s, t0 ) has a double pole at s = 1. Theorem 10.1 now implies that (α1 ∗ α2 )(z) has the unit circle as
its natural boundary.

The same principle applies to the series corresponding to the quotient Dα1 (s, t)/Dα2 (s, t) if we have
some information about the zeroes of Dα2 (s, t) (at least for some value of t). Results of this type imply that
many of the Dirichlet series constructed from arithmetical sequences (Moebius function, Euler ϕ-function,
divisor functions, etc.) have the unit circle as a cut. If also shows that Dirichlet series Dα (s) associated to
α(z) with the circle as a cut do acquire poles that correspond to zeroes of other Dirichlet series. In some
instances, these zeroes are expected to lie on vertical lines, hence the poles of Dα (s) are expected to lie on
vertical lines. There are examples in the literature for which this known to be the case [AMFP00, Eve18b].
One class of Dirichlet series that was extensively studied is the extended Selberg class S. Such a Dirichlet
series is required to converge for s ∈ C1+ , and have meromorphic extension to the complex plane with only
a possible pole at z = 1, satisfy a functional equation of Riemann type, have an Euler product, and satisfy
the Ramanujan hypothesis. We refer to [Kac06] for a survey of the theory and related developments. An
element F ∈ S is primitive if F = F1 F2 , F1 , F2 ∈ S implies F1 = 1 or F2 = 1. As it turns out [CG93], every
element of S can be factored into primitive factors and, assuming the Selberg Orthogonality Conjecture, the
factorization is unique up to the order of the factors; furthermore, the Riemann zeta function is the only
polar primitive element of S. This is consistent, in particular, with the Dedekind conjecture on the Dedekind
zeta function and with the Artin conjecture. Therefore, up to arithmetic convolution, understanding the
structure of S depends, as remarked before, on the ability to characterize the power functions with z = 1 a
non-isolated singularity for which Dirichlet series is entire.
10.4. Non-isolated singularities. Historically, the first examples of series that have the circle of their
disk of convergence as the natural boundary were lacunary series. We only point out that in general these
might produce Dirichlet series that would fall outsideX
the range of what might be considered interesting.
One example is that of the series defined as zα(z) =
zp . A classical theorem of Mandelbrojt [Man25,
p prime
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Theorem 4] applies to show that the series has radius of convergence 1 and its set of singularities on the unit
circle is irreducible. In particular, z = 1 is a non-isolated singularity. The corresponding Dirichlet series
X 1
,
Dα (s) =
ps
p prime
was studied by Landau and Walfisz [LW19]. As it turns out, Dα (s) has Re(s) = 0 as natural boundary.
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